This paper introduces the novel concept of self-evolving measurement system with the aim of rapidly identifying and localising defect patterns in multi-stage assembly systems with compliant non-ideal parts. This allows to enhance the level of diagnosability which cannot be achieved using fixed and static pre-determined measurement systems. The proposed methodology helps to identify and select new measurement points to increase the likelihood of isolating root causes of defects. This happens by automatically classifying defect patterns and associating them to critical key control characteristics. The methodology integrates supervised machine learning tools with first principle engineering simulations. It is based on the principle of pattern similarity, taking into account data generated by the self-evolving measurement system. The methodology is demonstrated and validated using the results of an automotive door assembly system.
Introduction and Motivation
Multi-stage assembly systems refer to a system consisting of multiple stations/stages needed to finish the final product [1] , and are widely used in automotive, aerospace, ship building and appliance industries. In most cases the quality of the final product is determined by complex interactions which might generate defects within individual stages and their propagation from stage-to-stage. This paper addresses the problem of diagnosing quality defects generated and propagated in the multi-stage assembly systems with compliant sheet-metal parts. It focuses on quality defects which are detrimental to dimensional and geometric indicators (conformance to product GD&T), and triggered by coupled multi-physics faults which are induced by: part variation, fixture and joining process failures.
The inherent complexity of defect diagnosis in multi-stage assembly systems with compliant sheet-metal parts is as follows:
Generation and propagation of defects -defects generated in one stage are propagated downstream leading to complex cause-effect interactions and variation patterns, which may be ambiguous or undistinguishable, especially for hybrid/mixed sequential and parallel system configurations. Multi-physics nature of defects -as defects are induced by various interacting parts of the system such as fixtures and joining operations, it is important to tackle these coupled and hierarchical dependencies among process parameters and quality defects. For example, in assembly process a single clamp may affect assembly deformation as well as limit visibility or accessibility of joining robot to conduct joining operation, leading to multiple and conflicting root causes. High-dimensional parameter space -when dealing with complex multi-stage assembly systems, the number of critical parameters is very large. For example, fixtures used in automotive body assembly stations can include 50-100 locators/clamps, whose positions need to be tightly controlled to satisfy the quality requirements. Research developed over the recent years has led to a number of process monitoring approaches focused on detection of defects, localizing them to a single station and then isolating their root cause. Proposed methodologies are cross-disciplinary, from measurement systems and inspection methods, which allow for rapid increase of data being generated and captured during new product introduction, production and post-production phases; to data mining and machine learning approaches for diagnosis and correction of defects [2] .
Traditionally, the inspection-diagnosis-correction loop starts by defining a fixed set of Key Measurement Characteristics (KMCs) which are mapped to Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the product being manufactured. For example, in automotive body assembly KPIs can be related to door fit and/or parts alignment as measured by gap/flushness. KMCs are inspection points, such as surface point and trim edges, and are selected by quality engineers to measure KPIs. Then, univariate of multivariate SPC (Statistical Process Control) charts are used to monitor the manufacturing process, detect deterioration of KPIs and then isolate random/normal variations from special causes [3] . A numbers of methods have been developed to assign special causes and diagnose their root causes.
The fundamental idea is that, due to the complexity of the multi-stage system, only data-driven approaches are not sufficient to efficiently diagnose defects. The pioneer work has been posed by [4] who has proposed to map and integrate physics-driven simulation (first principle engineering laws) and data-driven approaches to enhance the capability of diagnosis of multiple defects in multi-stage assembly systems. These fundamental methods can be classified into two categories: (i) statistical-based methods [5] ; and, (ii) pattern recognition approaches [6] . Both of these methods try to map captured data to potential root causes of defects, by using pre-determined defect patterns generated by physicsdriven simulation. These methods have been successfully applied to track and correct fixture-induced faults in multistage assembly systems with both rigid and compliant parts [6], [7] .
While much research is being carried out, effective defect diagnosis strategy for multi-stage assembly system with compliant parts has yet to be fully deployed. Limitations of current approaches are explained as follows: (1) data are assumed readily available -Though measurement technology is rapidly growing to provide solutions for in-line metrology (i.e., automated laser radar by Nikon) with data captured real-time, and has been proved for low production volume as in aerospace industry, it may become insufficient for high volume production systems, where cycle time can be between 60-70 vehicles per hour in automotive industry [8]; (2) linear mapping models -Proposed solutions assume a linear mapping function between defect patterns and variation source. However, multi-stage assembly systems exhibit an inherent non-linearity due to complex part-to-part interactions and re-positioning/re-orientation error due to transferring parts/sub-assembly between stations/stages that consist of different locating layouts, which induces also part deformation [9] . High non-linearity leads to ill-conditioned models which have low level of detectability of defects; (3) lack of stochastic part variation model -Current methods for defect diagnosis do not consider part variation errors ("nonideal" parts) which are imputed to manufacturing and fabrication processes. However, it has been proved that around 70% of all engineering changes and defect propagation are related to product variation. It is widely recognized that dimensional and geometric variation are among the most important quality and productivity factors in many assembly processes used not only in automotive and aerospace but also in home appliance, shipbuilding and other industries. Yet, integration of part variation model into defect diagnosis methods is not fully deployed. 
Non-ideal parts
Rigid Dumas et al. (2013) [15] Compliant Addressed in this paper Table 1 summarizes the main methods developed over the years. Some of the methods are limited to ideal rigid parts. More sophisticated models have been developed to include part deformation in case of compliant sheet-metal components. For example, Camelio et al. [13] optimised the location of KMCs by using the effective independence approach, which iteratively eliminate those KMCs with the least contribution to the manifestation of defects. This method has been limited to fixture-induced defects with compliant ideal parts.
To tackle the aforesaid limitations this paper aims to develop a closed-loop inspection-diagnosis-correction methodology based on the concept of self-evolving measurement system. It means that in case diagnosability cannot be achieved using fixed and static pre-determined KMCs, the measurement system is dynamically reconfigured by selecting new KMCs to increase the likelihood of isolating root causes of defects. The methodology is based on development of: (i) multi-physics variation modeller to generate defect patterns; (ii) multi-physics defect tracker based on artificial neural network to diagnose defects; (iii) self-evolving measurement system to dynamically update new set of KMCs.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the problem formulation; Section 3 summarizes the proposed methodology; lastly, industrial case study and final remarks are depicted in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual model of a typical multi-stage assembly process with m stages. Actionable parameters and manufacturing errors are associated to deterministic and stochastic Key Control Characteristics (KCCs), respectively. Variation patterns associated to KCCs are assumed independent. This implies that the interactions among KCCs are not modelled.
Problem Formulation

